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Abstract

This study aims to determine the effect of Reputation, Physical Evidence and Academic Information Systems on satisfaction and its impact on student loyalty in shaping student behavior in Private Colleges in Central Java. Sampling in this study using Random sampling technique. The number of samples taken in this study were 125 respondents who were students of Private Colleges in Central Java. The analytical tool used is the research instrument test, linearity test, path analysis and regression with t test, F test and R2 test. The t-test results show that Reputation, Physical Evidence and Academic Information Systems have a positive effect on student satisfaction. And Reputation, and satisfaction have a positive effect on loyalty in shaping student behavior. While the Academic Information System has a negative effect on loyalty in shaping student behavior. Direct and indirect effect results can be concluded that the satisfaction variable as an intervening variable of reputation is ineffective, and more effective reputation directly influences the behavior of students of Central Java Region Private Colleges. The direct and indirect influence can be concluded that the satisfaction variable as the intervening variable of the Academic Information System is effective, because the indirect influence through student satisfaction is greater. Whereas for the most dominant and most effective path to improve student behavior to be loyal to Private Colleges is a reputation / image path to student loyalty directly in shaping student behavior, because it has the highest regression coefficient value. Whereas to increase satisfaction is the most effective through increasing / improving physical evidence.
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Introduction

Higher education is an institution that plays an important role in the process of human resources development. Through the educational programs of each private college which is well controlled, hopefully can produce qualified graduates. Changes in the increasingly higher educational world, requiring private colleges to respond to changes occurring, problems faced by Private Colleges today are the way private colleges attract students and Maintain that the private colleges can survive and thrive. The
development of the need for higher education eventually opened the opportunity for the private sector to participate in the efforts to conduct education. The college is divided into two, namely State Colleges (PTN) and Private Colleges (PTS). PTN is an educational institution organized by the Government, while the PTS is an educational institution organized by private parties.

The management of PTS is conducted by the community with laws and regulations in Indonesia. In carrying out its activities, the PTS is supervised and guided by Private College Coordination (KOPERTIS). Private Colleges are currently being faced with hyper competition, where Private Colleges (PTS) not only compete with others, but also compete with State Colleges (PTN). This is due to the inequality that occurred in the elections of the Private Colleges, where prospective students will be more likely to choose the public Private Colleges in comparison with Private Colleges. Whereas along with the development of the epoch, Private Colleges have begun to be accounted for in the field of employment, as well as having the same standard of education costs and quality that is not inferior to the public universities of private.

The ongoing Hyper competition demands every private private college to adopt strategies that are used in non-educational industries. Competitive advantage is one of the main capital to attract students. In order to win the competition, of course every private private college should carry out its operational activities with good quality-oriented and must know what the students are required and want. The growth of private colleges makes students have many alternatives to choose from. Taylor & Massy considers that the number of students to be lifeblood for each private college therefore needs to be monitored seriously because it will also affect the source of income and other academic life (Riswono, 2010 :2).

So, it can be concluded that the service to the students is the most important thing that can impact the satisfaction of students, which in turn also foster loyalty and shaping behavior of students in Private Colleges that They choose. From the satisfaction and loyalty of such students the party of Private Colleges earn income. Facing very sharp competition in the world of education and student expectations, the Private Colleges in the Central Java region must be able to fulfill all the needs and wishes of students who eventually create satisfaction, because one aspect The success of an educational institution in winning the competition is with adequate infrastructure and building and has the appropriate activities plan and use a viable technology system for each product or service Provided, it can be done if the service provides maximum support for products and services that meet the needs and tastes of students. According to Nina Rahmayanty (2010:6) It is believed that the main key to win the competition one of them is to provide value and satisfaction through delivery of quality products or services, the student loyalty should be a major factor that must By Private Colleges in the Central Java region to defend students from year to year. Private Colleges in the region of Central Java will be able to succeed and compete in the market if the level of satisfaction of students in the use of products or services and services is high enough.

In this case, the quality of products or services also contains the meaning of reputation. Conversely, if a student in this case students and the wider community have a positive perception of the institution's reputation, then the public belief in Private Colleges will also increase. Furthermore, this will affect the loyalty of students and the public to continue to use the services of Private Colleges and courses in the future.

Student satisfaction is very much determined by the quality of the service that students want, so that the private college, in this case as an educational service provider should emphasize on the provision of quality services to Students and the wider public. One of the factors assessed through reputation in private colleges is physical evidence.
In addition to the increase in reputation, private colleges also need to improve the reputation of private colleges. Reputation is a goal as well as achievement to be achieved for the world public relations. The role and function of public relations in building a reputation can be realized if there are strategies arranged and planned in a mature. Strategy here can be an alternative chosen to be taken to achieve public relations objectives in the framework of a public relations plan. A good Private Colleges reputation will have an impact on improving the quality and development of Private Colleges, such as: Increased student satisfaction, increasing student numbers, and others. Conversely, if the reputation of a private college is known to be not good or bad, it can be a problem for Private Colleges and may cause the private colleges to lose their market, or in other words Reduction of student confidence in the Private Colleges and switching to other private colleges. Next according to Casey (2006:8) "Reputation is about to become more integral to the bottom line thanks to the next generation of consumers". Thus, it can be attributed that reputation is an important factor for private colleges to acquire and maintain Sustanablenya. A good reputation will avoid students to migrate to private colleges of competitors, while poor reputations could result in private colleges becoming increasingly stunted.

In addition to the quality of service in the form of physical evidence and reputation, amid rapid technological advancement and the need for fast and precise information an institution of Private Colleges is required to utilize the support of information systems based on Good technology, so that all activities implemented can run effectively and efficiently. With such quality of education and service can increase and competitive advantage will be achieved. Private Colleges in the Central Java region itself has utilized a technology-based information system used for administrative activities known as the name of the academic Information System (SIAKAD). In the academic information system, students can conduct academic transactions online, see Academic calendar, curriculum info, lecture schedule, exam schedule, student data, grades, study cards (KHS) and study plan cards (KRS). All that can be done online without having students come to the campus.

But as we know every progress or development there are certain constraints such as the utilization that is still lacking because some students consider it as something complicated or difficult. The information system is built as a performance support facility in an institution that is intended to facilitate the task of user so that the saving of time, cost, and resources is achieved. The academic information system is a special system for the purpose of managing academic data with the application of computer technology both ' hardware ' and ' software '. The meaning of ' hardware ' is hardware that is equipment such as PC Computer, Printer, CD ROM, Hardisk, and so on. Medium Software is a computer program that enables the hardware that is made specifically for the purposes of management of academic data, (Jogiyanto 2010). Computer Hardware to be used can be purchased on the market, in places of computer sales. Moderate software, must be made with certain programming techniques.

The satisfaction of the service and users of an academic information system is one of the factors or measure of success for each development and implementation of services and academic information systems in a private institution/college. Good quality of service and academic information system can be seen based on the perspective/perception of service users and information systems that is a thorough assessment of the excellence of a service. Therefore, the satisfaction measurement of the services and users of the academic information system provided must always be undertaken. It aims to know and plan better strategies in the future and to improve the quality of services and academic information systems in order to fulfill students’ wishes and needs.

Keep in mind that expectations evolve over time as more and more information is received and the more experience it grows. In turn all this will affect the achievement of a result that is loyalty. Students are the assets of private colleges or institutions, so that the private colleges must maintain and maintain their students. According to Kotler and Keller (2009), loyalty or loyalty is defined as a strong-held commitment to buying or resubscribing to certain products or services in the future. Loyalty will be
the key to success not only on the short term but also to have an ongoing competitive edge, even if there is a potential impact on the situation and marketing efforts that could potentially cause behavior change.

Based on several descriptions above, research is done to know the factors that affect the loyalty of private college students in Central Java region. In this study selected the variable reputation, physical evidence and academic information system with satisfaction as an intervening variable that affects loyalty in shaping the behavior of private college students in Central Java region, because it is suspected that these variables have a significant influence on the loyalty of private college students in Central Java region.. And through such research, researchers took the title "Strategies to increase satisfaction to shape student behaviour by creating reputation, physical evidence and academic information systems at Private Colleges in the Central Java region".

Method

Samples are part of the number of characteristics owned by the population. When large populations and researchers are unlikely to learn all that is in the population, for example due to limited funds, energy and time, researchers may use samples taken from the population. According to Arikunto (2010:131) The samples were partially or representatives of the population being studied, the way the sampling was conducted with a proportional random sampling. The number of samples determined the number of student PTS by population. Based on the data and theory, the number of samples in this study was sampled 125 students at Private Colleges in the Central Java region. Then the researcher will take the sample as many number of students present at Private Colleges in the region of Central Java is as much as 125 people.. This research uses analysis tools in the form of validity test, reliability test, linear test, pathway analysis, multiple linear regression analysis, T test, F test and coefficient of determination.

A regression analysis of pathways is, a pathway analysis is a direct development of multiple regression forms with the aim to provide an estimate of the level of interest (magnitude) and the signification (significance) cause of hypothetical causation A set of variables.

Causality relationship will be used for pathway analysis and intervening. In this study the satisfaction variables were placed as intervening variables for the variable reputation, physical evidence and academic identification systems against student behavior.

Multiple linear regression analyses are used to analyze the effect of some free variables or independent variables (X) against one non-free variable or variable dependent (Y) as follows:

\[ Y_1 = \alpha + \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \beta_3 X_3 + \epsilon \quad \text{(Equation I)} \]
\[ Y_2 = \alpha + \beta_4 X_1 + \beta_5 X_2 + \beta_6 X_3 + \epsilon \quad \text{(Equation II)} \]

Information:
- \( Y_2 \) = Student loyalty
- \( Y_1 \) = Student Satisfaction
- \( X_1 \) = Reputation/image
- \( X_2 \) = Physical evidence
- \( X_3 \) = SIA
- \( \beta_1...\beta_6 \) = Regression coefficient
- \( \epsilon \) = Residual
**Research Results**

Based on the results of track analysis can be obtained:
Equation 1 is:
\[ Y_1 = 0.176 X_1 + 0.259** X_2 + 0.060 X_3 + \epsilon \]
Equation 2 is:
\[ Y_2 = 0.141 X_1 - 0.008 X_3 + 0.459 Y_1 + \epsilon \]

**Model of Analysis Results:**

![Path Diagram](image)

**Picture 1. Path Diagram**

**Results**

Results of processed data obtained direct and indirect influence as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( X_1 \rightarrow Y_1 )</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_2 \rightarrow Y_1 )</td>
<td>0.256**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_3 \rightarrow Y_1 )</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_1 \rightarrow Y_2 )</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_3 \rightarrow Y_2 )</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_1 \rightarrow Y_1 \rightarrow Y_2 )</td>
<td>=0.176 X 0.459 = 0.081</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_3 \rightarrow Y_1 \rightarrow Y_2 )</td>
<td>=0.060 X 0.459 = 0.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

1. Reputation influence on student behaviour through student satisfaction

   From the analysis of this line indicates that the use of the student satisfaction intervening variables in order to increase student behavior, for the variable reputation shows ineffective, due to the direct influence of quality of service to the behaviour Students produce greater influence than through the student satisfaction intervening variable (0.141 > 0.081).

   In principle, the quality of services is centered on fulfilling the wishes and needs of students and the accuracy of delivery to offset student expectations. This illustrates that reputation is the ability of a private college in providing quality service to its students. Good service is the overall impression of the students on the inferiority/superiority of the organization and services offered, so that the reputation is the level of excellence that is expected to shape the student behavior is more loyal in Private colleges.

   Therefore, there should be efforts to be undertaken for the evaluation of the reputation by maintaining:

   a. Private Colleges in Central Java are known to have professional teachers in their environment
   b. Private Colleges in Central Java are known to have a complete health course
   c. Graduates of Private Colleges in Central Java are known to easily obtain jobs after graduation
   d. Private Colleges in Central Java are well known as good campuses in student's eyes
   e. Private Colleges in Central Java is known as a campus at an affordable cost by the society

2. Influence of academic Information System (SIA) on student behaviour through student satisfaction

   The use of student satisfaction intervening variables in order to increase student behavior, for the variable of academic information systems (SIA) effective, because the direct influence of SIA on student behavior resulted in a lesser influence than Through the student satisfaction intervening variable, so that the academic information System (SIA) can improve student behaviour by the student satisfaction (-0.008 < 0.004).

   Therefore, to improve the behavior of student students then private colleges in the Central Java region adequately maintain the academic information System (SIA) by:

   a. SIA is used greatly saving student time.
   b. SIA used to facilitate student academic activities
   c. Operation of SIA used easily
   d. SIA is easily accessible anywhere
   e. Information presented complete and easy to read

3. Effect of physical evidence on student satisfaction

   The use of variable student satisfaction in order to increase student behaviour, for variable physical evidence generates influence through student satisfaction variables. This means that in order to increase the student satisfaction should be directly on the physical proof variable.

   The step is to improve physical evidence by maintaining:
a. Improved collection of references in Private Colleges library in Central Java complete and adequate
b. Private colleges in Central Java improve the extensive parking facilities to students
c. Private colleges in Central Java pay attention to hygiene issues in campus environment
d. Improve the comfort of classrooms where the student process performs activities very comfortably.
e. Provide multipurpose building or representative hall to hold student activities

Conclusion

Based on the results of analysis and discussion, then it can be drawn conclusions as follows:

1) Reputation has a positive effect on student satisfaction. This means that if a reputation improves students' satisfaction better.
2) Physical evidence has a positive effect on student satisfaction. This means the better the physical evidence then the higher the student satisfaction.
3) The Academic Information System (SIA) positively affects student satisfaction. This means the better the Academic Information System (SIA) then the higher the satisfaction of students
4) Reputation has a positive effect on student behaviour. This means that if reputation improves the student's behavior is increasingly loyal.
5) The Academic Information System (SIA) negatively affects student behavior. This means that if the academic information System (SIA) is getting better then the student behavior is decreasing to be loyal.
6) Satisfaction has positive effect on student behavior. This means the better the satisfaction the better the student behaviour to be loyal.
7) The direct and indirect influence above, can be concluded that the variable satisfaction as a variable intervening reputation is ineffective, and more effective reputation directly affects the student behavior of Private Colleges Central Java region.
8) The direct and indirect influence above, can be concluded that the satisfaction variable as a variable intervening academic information System (SIA) is effective, due to indirect influence through greater student satisfaction.
9) And while the physical evidence variable is more effective through satisfaction. From the analysis of visible pathways that to increase satisfaction most effectively through the strengthening of physical evidence.

Based on the above conclusions, the suggestions that can be given include:

1. Influence of reputation on student behaviour through student satisfaction

   From the analysis of this line indicates that the use of the student satisfaction intervening variables in order to increase student behavior, for the variable reputation shows ineffective, due to the direct influence of quality of service to the behaviour Students produce greater influence than through the student satisfaction intervening variable.

   In principle the quality of service centered on the fulfillment efforts and needs of students and the accuracy of delivery to compensate students expectations. This illustrates that reputation is the ability of a private college in providing quality service to its students. Good service is the overall impression of the students on the inferiority/superiority of the organization and services offered, so that the reputation is the level of excellence that is expected to shape the student behavior is more loyal in Private colleges.
To influence the students' behaviour to be the most efficient by improving the reputation of PTS Secarta directly as follows:

a. Private Colleges enhance professional lecturers/educators in the PTS environment
b. The Private Colleges should improve the opening of a complete course and the interest of the community.
c. The private college became the fusermadiance of the graduates with a job search agency,
d. Private colleges improve image images in the eyes of people/students
e. Private Colleges should pay attention to students' ability in financing the study.

2. Influence of academic Information System (SIA) on student conduct through student satisfaction

The use of student satisfaction intervening variables in order to increase student behavior, for the variable of academic information systems (SIA) effective, due to the direct influence of the academic Information System (SIA) on student behavior resulted Less influence than through the student satisfaction intervening variable, so that the academic information System (SIA) can improve student behaviour through student satisfaction.

Therefore, the use of SIA should be able to make the students more profitable for example by:

a. SIA used greatly saves me time
b. SIA used to facilitate student academic activities
c. Operation of SIA used easily
d. SIA is easily accessible anywhere
e. Information presented complete and easy to read

3. Influence of physical evidence against the satisfaction of students

The use of variable student satisfaction in order to increase student behaviour, for variable physical evidence generates influence through student satisfaction variables. This means that in order to increase the student satisfaction should be directly on the physical proof variable.
The step is to improve physical evidence by improving:

a. Collection of references in the library of private high school colleges in Central Java complete and adequate
b. Private Higher School facilities in Central Java provide a large parking space for students
c. Private colleges in Central Java increase the attention of hygiene problems in campus environments
d. Classrooms where student processes perform convenience activities.
e. The Multipurpose building attention or representative Hall to hold student activities.

4. Increased satisfaction of students should be considered, by adding satisfaction to physical evidence related to the quality of output, among others:

a. Add the reference to the library
b. Improve information technology systems,
c. Increase the comfort of campus circled
d. Attention to class needs in the comfort of the learning process
e. Taking into account the places where non-learning activities are needed
f. Always keep the cleanliness and comfort around the campus
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